Ca2+-binding proteins: a comparative study of their behavior during high-performance liquid chromatography using gradient elution on reverse-phase supports.
Reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography has been shown to be applicable to the isolation of Ca2+-binding proteins, specifically parvalbumins, from tissue extracts or from preparations first purified by "conventional" chromatography. Through an investigation of the behavior of a series of Ca2+-binding proteins as a function of buffer composition, pH, and organic eluant it has been possible to define mild conditions allowing for chromatography of the proteins in their native states. The elution positions of parvalbumins were not observed to correlate with the "overall" protein hydrophobicity, calculated using hydrophobicity values for the individual amino acids, thus indicating that factors such as hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface areas are important in determining the degree of association with the support. The usefulness of reverse-phase chromatography as an analytical tool for determining protein homogeneity is illustrated. Samples which had been isolated via "conventional" chromatography methods, and thought to be homogeneous, were observed to contain multiple species of the same protein.